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Soy Natural has the power of natural soy with a boost from natural
orange. It contains no petroleum based or chlorinated solvent, is
non-acid, non-caustic, non-corrosive. It’s biodegradable.
Directions: SHAKE WELL BEFORE USING. Dilution may vary due
to severity of soil, grease or odor. General Cleaning of Floors,
Walls and Equipment: Dilute 4 ounces of Soy Natural in a gallon
of warm water. For best results, apply Soy Natural generously with
mop, sponge, or cloth. Allow to set 2 to 4 minutes before rinsing with
water. DO NOT use on resilient or synthetic floors. General
Degreasing: Clean grills, hoods, machinery and concrete floors by
using product at full strength. Spray or sponge on surface and allow
2 to 4 minutes for degreasing action to occur. Rinse with clear
water. All Purpose Cleaning of Kitchen Counters, Bathrooms,
Etc: Dilute 2 ounces with 1 gallon of water. Adjust dilution for job at
hand. For Tar, Asphalt & Adhesive Removal: Apply undiluted to
soiled surface by spraying, mopping, or pouring on. Allow to stand
for several minutes, agitate if necessary. Rinse with water under
pressure. Drain Maintenance: Deodorizes and liquifieds grease
and scum which causes clogging. Pour 3 to 4 ounces into each
drain. Let stand 5 to 10 minutes. Flush with hot water. GREASE
TRAPS: Pour or pump 5 ounces daily into grease traps smaller than
2 cu. ft. capacity. For larger traps use 5 to 10 ounces daily.
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Areas of Use:
*refineries
*cities and counties
*vehicle/equipment shop
*building maintenance
*apartment complexes
*janitorial services

Appearance and odor........................Clear, light amber liquid with mild citrus odor.
Specific Gravity..................................Concentrate - 0.882
% Volatile by Volume.........................2%
NFPA Fire Rating...............................Flammable
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